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Comprehensive electronic flight bag
solution that connects the aircraft and
core ground systems

Sabre AirCentre

eFlight Manager
Electronic Flight Bag

Comprehensive EFB Solution

Technology onboard aircraft has steadily
advanced over the past several years to the
point that virtually every major component
of the aircraft is monitored. Yet paper
continues to be present inside the cockpit in
the form of checklists, flight plans, aircraft
operations manuals and airport approach
procedures — all part of the pilot’s flight bag.

The Sabre® AirCentre™ eFlight Manager
leverages our expertise in airline operations,
software development, consultative processes
and program management to provide you
with a comprehensive EFB solution.

Electronic Flight Bag (EFB) brings
technology to the flight deck that can
replace the pilot’s physical flight bag with
a laptop, tablet, or a device that is affixed
or built into the aircraft’s onboard avionics
system. From simple solutions such as
soft copies of required manuals to more
complex solutions like real-time weather
displays, electronic approach plates and
airfield diagrams, the capabilities of the EFB
continue to grow every day.

With new software capabilities,
eFlight Manager effectively links and
consolidates data-rich aircraft information
directly to the airline’s IT networks and
core ground systems to automate and
streamline communication processes and
documentation. Our software’s extensive
capabilities include a central data repository,
documents and notices, flight folder,
weight & balance, maintenance and defects
reporting, and an interactive flight log.

Software ∙ Consulting ∙ Program
Management

Reduce Your Costs
Implementing software alone is not
enough. Solution consulting and program
management are equally critical to a
successful EFB program. Sabre Airline
Solutions® incorporates both with or
industry-leading software to ensure your
EFB transformation is seamless.

Our Electronic Flight Bag
Approach
To get started, we will conduct a thorough
analysis of your processes and procedures,
to determine how they can be efficiently
transformed with a comprehensive EFB
solution. We work closely with your airline
personnel and leverage our industry
expertise to determine the best solution to
meet your unique business needs. After
determining the optimal solution strategy,
we will help you deploy the solutions
throughout your enterprise.

With an EFB solution, the industry average
cost reduction for migrating from paperbased to a paperless process is in excess
of US$100,000 per year per aircraft. When
you partner with us, we work to ensure you
implement not only the best solution for
your needs, but help you maximize your cost
reductions.

Our Unique Experience
As a complete business partner, Sabre
Airline Solutions provides comprehensive
technology solutions that give airlines the
freedom to better market their airline, sell
their products, serve their customers and
efficiently operate the way they want.

Benefits Of An Electronic
Flight Bag
eFlight Manager enables airlines to
automate and streamline processes for
communications and documentation
between the aircraft and the ground
systems, ultimately reducing costs by:
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• Linking and consolidating data-rich
aircraft directly into an airline’s IT
networks and core ground systems
• Capturing a wealth of data from the
aircraft and integrating it into other
company systems in near real-time
without human intervention
• Accessing data effortlessly in an
easy-to-use format
• Improving gate-turn performance while
efficiently delivering the right information
to the crew
• Communicating mechanical issues clearly
to determine course of action

Visit our Web site at
www.sabreairlinesolutions.com
Worldwide Headquarters
Sabre Airline Solutions
3150 Sabre Drive
Southlake, Texas 76092 USA

Please contact our nearest
regional office for more
information:

Europe, Middle East, Africa
Tel: +44 208 538 8539
E-mail: emea.contact@sabre.com

Asia / Pacific
Tel: +65 6215 9500
E-mail: contact.apac@sabre.com

The Americas
Tel: +1 682 605 6750
E-mail: contact.americas@sabre.com

